
 

2 night budget Okavango Mokoro and Moremi safari package. 

 

Depart Maun at 3pm for a 2 hour drive to a farm in the Daonara area arriving at 

your riverside campsite in the late afternoon. 

Your tents will be set up before your arrival and the cooking of a campfire dinner 

will be underway. 

 



After enjoying a fire warmed shower you may sit back and watch the sun setting 

over a lagoon full of hippos and crocodiles. 

 

As the sun has finished setting a 2 course dinner is served for you under the 

stars. 

 

Wake on day 2 for a full cooked breakfast served at 6:30am, depart at 7:30am 

on your safari vehicle for a half hour drive to the mokoro station at Daonara. 



Go out on the Mekoro shortly after 8am for a couple of hours on the mekoro 

followed by a couple of hour game walk. 

 

After the game walk enjoy a nice picnic spread back at the mekoro and a bit of 

relaxation in a nice shady location. 

At around 2pm set off on a 1 hour downstream mokoro ride back to the mokoro 

station for a half hour drive back to your riverside campsite for another warm 

shower and wonderful Okavango sunset. 

 



After dinner we will entertain you with a little acoustic traditional music around 

the fireplace. 

 

We will give you a wakeup call at 5:15am for a cup of tea/coffee and some 

buscuits and then straight onto your safari vehicle at 5:45 for a full day Moremi 

game drive. 

 



We send you out with a packed breakfast and picnic lunch getting you back to 

Maun at 17:30 

Accommodation:  

3m x 3m canvass dome tents with beds, linen and towels supplied. 

Ablutions:  

An open air enclosure with a warmed shower bucket hoisted in a tree. 

An open air enclosure with a flush toilet. 

 

RATES 

2 people Pula 7250.00 per person 

3 people Pula 5550.00 per person 

4 people Pula 4650.00 per person 

5 people Pula 4650.00 per person 

6 people Pula 4650.00 per person 

 


